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Executive Summary
While the theoretical idea of Automatic Generation Control (AGC) is nothing new in power
systems, the first time practical implementation of this AGC project pan India, in a multiregion and multi-stakeholder model, has been a major challenge.
This report contains several elements from the earlier communications with Hon’ble Central
Electricity Regulatory Commission (CERC), power plants, Central Transmission Utility (CTU)
and Regional Power Committees (RPCs) over the period of 2015 to 2020.
While primary frequency control is already mandated by the Indian electricity grid code on
several generators, slow tertiary frequency control as an ancillary service for manually
changing the schedules of thermal generators was introduced since April 2016. Secondary
frequency control through Automatic Generation Control is expected to create a vital link in
the frequency control continuum.
Before the pan India AGC implementation under progress right now, several activities were
done to bring all the stakeholders on board and make the project sustainable. In the first
chapter, background work done regarding AGC and the pilot project is covered in detail.
In the ongoing pan India implementation of AGC, a total of 94 Inter State Generating Station
(ISGS) power plants covering more than 85 GW installed capacity are lined up to be brought
under AGC. In the second chapter general architecture of the ongoing AGC project is
explained in detail along with simulation studies conducted.
In the third chapter, the process of integration of a new power plant under AGC is elaborated
by explaining each step involved. To integrate any new plant communication is first
established, followed by exchanging signals between NLDC and power plant. Then open loop
and closed loop tests are performed to understand the response of the power plant in
following AGC signals from LDC. Results and procedures of open loop and closed loop tests
conducted recently on new power plants under AGC are provided. Several formats that are
presently being used are also shared.
Fourth chapter tries to cover the measurement, accounting and settlement aspects of AGC.
For AGC part, measurement is through high resolution SCADA/EMS data archival. Need for
robust and dispute free settlement system has been emphasized. Pay for performance is
being given importance elsewhere in the world in the midst of disruptive technologies like
storage. In chapter five, future aspects like ongoing pilot projects on solar and initiatives at
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intra state level are covered. Challenges like low reserve availability, designing dispute free
and robust settlement systems are also deliberated based on existing knowledge.
At the end, references are provided which include both Indian and international references
and would allow the reader to dive deep into the subject. Working hyperlinks (URLs are
accurate as of 30th Jan 2021) are provided to redirect to the required document.
Let us hope it is going to be an exciting journey ahead towards 50 Hz !
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1
1.1

Background work done for Automatic Generation Control (AGC)
Historical Evolution

Need of AGC and frequency control in general in any large power system is well established.
Successful implementation of AGC eluded India, mainly because of erstwhile chronic energy
shortage situation in India. For few decades during the evolutionary phase of Indian Power
System, secondary control was absent by design and not on radar. However during these
years, power system was strengthened gradually, generation and transmission were
augmented. Several HVDCs were built for the purpose of grid interconnection. Post
synchronous one-grid in 2013 after the integration of all regional grids, serious thought was
once again given to AGC. With increasing penetration of renewables, landmark
recommendation in the direction of AGC was given by Hon’ble CERC through its Order
11/SM/2015 in the matter of Roadmap to operationalise Reserves in the country. Hon’ble
Commission reiterated the need for mandating AGC for enabling Secondary Reserves. The
present AGC implementation has been formulated keeping in view the decentralised
scheduling architecture in India. Infrastructure capabilities had to be institutionalized for AGC.
Frequency control continuum has been given importance.
This chapter in the subsequent sections, tries to provide the background associated with the
evolution of AGC from conceptualization to actual implementation in Indian power system.
Before the pan India AGC implementation under progress right now, several activities were
done to bring all the stakeholders on board and make the project sustainable. The activity list
is tabulated in next sections.

1.2

AGC Pilot Project at 5 power plants pan India

After some initial brainstorming meetings with stakeholders, power plant visits, internal
discussions, and experience with tertiary frequency control through Reserve Regulation
Ancillary Services (RRAS), detailed technical specifications of the pilot Automatic Generation
Control (AGC) project were prepared by NLDC. Technical Specifications had the clauses on
required hardware for interfacing with the power plant control system, integration with the
existing SCADA system at NLDC, data exchange, modeling of generating station/units with the
static and dynamic data, and configuration along with the desired real-time data in the AGC
software.
6

Petition no. 79/RC/2017 was filed in the matter of AGC pilot project by POSOCO with CERC in
April 2017. Hon’ble CERC vide Order dated 6th December 2017 in petition no 79/RC/2017
directed implementation of AGC pilot projects. CERC in its order dated 6th December 2017
approved the Commissioning of the AGC Pilot Project between NLDC and NTPC Dadri StageII. The Commission observed that development of secondary reserves in the country will lead
to grid security and reliability. The Commission also directed that similar pilot projects may
be replicated by NLDC, in at least one other regional grid of the country. Hon’ble CERC
reiterated in the 79/RC petition Order that it has been long acknowledged that for a large
complex grid such as the Indian grid, primary, secondary and tertiary frequency control are
must-have tools to ensure reliability.
Following the orders of CERC dated 6th Dec 2017, from 1225 hrs of 04th Jan 2018, Dadri stgII has been taken under remote as a part of Automatic Generation Control pilot project from
NLDC. The entire Northern Region has been considered as a larger balancing area (instead of
each State control area) using the Area Control Error of Northern Region.
Secondary control of different control areas viz. five regions in India was proposed for
operation from NLDC, considering the future SCADA/EMS upgradation project at NLDC. Fibre
optic communication from the nearest existing communication hub till the generation plant
to be under AGC was identified as a last mile communication requirement. Steel piping was
essential at Dadri considering the reports of rodents causing fibre optic cable cuts. For twoway communication, IEC 104 protocol was used. Cyber Security was ensured through
appropriate router configurations, firewalls and antivirus softwares. A mock test was
successfully conducted on 29th June 2017 and it yielded desired results.
With these developments, NLDC in accordance with the CERC Order dated 6th December 2017
in petition no 79/RC/2017 commissioned AGC pilot projects at NTPC Dadri (Jan 2018),
Simhadri Stage-II (Nov 2018), Mauda Stage-II (Feb 2019) during the year 2018-19. Further,
during August 2019, AGC pilot project has been commissioned at Barh Stage-II (2 x 660 MW)
in August 2019 and that the pilot at Bongaigaon (2 x 250 MW) has been taken under
continuous operation since October 2019. The total installed capacity under AGC pilot in all 5
regions of the country is 5120 MW from generating stations which are all coal fired power
stations by the end of 2019.
7

During the period of April, 2019 to March, 2020, about 388 MU was despatched in AGC ‘Up’
regulation and 201 MU in AGC ‘Down’ regulation with net energy of 188 MU. This is based on
the 15-minute average generation integrated from the 2-4 second signal sent from NLDC to
the power plant and onward to the Digital Control System (DCS) of each unit.
The pilot scheme has normally been operated in flat frequency control mode (considering
congestion free periods for major portion of the year) and the average availability of the
system has been of the order of 90%. Data has been submitted by NLDC to RPCs in the agreed
format on weekly basis based on 2 second data available from the AGC server at NLDC. The
payments made for the AGC service under pilot project through the Deviation Settlement
Mechanism (DSM) pool account were as under:
i.

Energy charge payment for 188 MU: Rs. 76 crores

ii.

Mark up @ 50 paise/kWh for the 5-minute average MWh regulation up or down: Rs.
29 crores

The power stations under the pilot project have a high variable cost upwards of Rs 3/- per
kWh and there have been periods when the units were under reserve shutdown. During the
pilot, maximum regulation up or down signal was restricted to 50 MW per station. The total
available regulation up for the entire fleet under the AGC pilot project was of the order of
300-500 MW, a quantum quite insignificant to control the frequency of the 150 plus GW All
India electricity grid. Further, due to higher variable cost, there were considerable periods
when these power plants were scheduled to the 55% minimum turn down level, leading to
even much lesser margin available for regulation down. The regulation up and down margins
available in the AGC pilot stations are indicated in the duration curves below (Figure – 1).
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Figure 1 Reserves available in the Generating Stations under AGC Pilot

For experiencing true closed loop operation and frequency control, there is a need to have
more power plants wired for AGC and at least 1500 MW – 2000 MW margin available for both
up and down regulation for significant part of the day. This should help in keeping the
frequency within the 49.95-50.05 Hz for over 90% of the time against the current level of the
order of 60-65%. Availability of these margins in hydro and gas fired power stations would
help in faster ramp rates and better frequency control. Also, improved ramp rates from the
thermal power plants in line with CERC (Terms and Conditions of Tariff) Regulations, 2019,
would help in better frequency control.

Figure 2: Variation of AGC regulation signal over a typical day for Simhadri-2 in the AGC pilot
project
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Figure 3: Three months performance of Simhadri-2 during AGC pilot project

1.3

Reason for starting with a pilot project

The key motivation behind going for the AGC pilot project is to understand the software,
hardware and communication requirements needed at the power plant and the control
centre. It was clear from the beginning that no frequency tightening can be expected by
deploying two-three plants under AGC with 200 MW-300 MW reserve in a grid size to the
tune of India with a large power number of around 15000 MW/Hz.
Several learnings on the implementation aspects, communication protocols, generator
regulation and load following capabilities, metering, monitoring, visualisation, accounting etc.
were gathered which are being used during the implementation of secondary control on a
large scale. Capacity building in the field of AGC was also an indirect objective.
There were several interactions in 2018 with the vendor deploying the full SCADA/EMS
package at NLDC as a part of regular upgradation. For finalising the functional specifications
of the full-scale AGC project, the AGC pilot implementation experience and feedback received
from the power plants came in handy for NLDC in framing clear cut requirements. Detailed
signal list and vendor agnostic remote terminal unit specifications could be prepared with this
experience. Compensation mechanisms (both regulated and market based) for the ancillary
10

services offered by the power plants for contributing in secondary frequency control through
AGC have also been discussed in parallel with Hon’ble CERC.
1.4

Frequency Control Continuum

In 2018, fast tertiary frequency control as an ancillary service for manually changing the
schedules of Hydro generators was introduced. It was observed based on experience that
each of the frequency control strategies operate in a different time frame with some overlap.
Load and renewable forecast, unit commitment, generation scheduling, manual frequency
control ancillary services, automatic secondary and primary frequency control, inertial
response and interconnection strength are all essential components of frequency control of
any grid. Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (CERC) Expert Group to review and
suggest measures for bringing power system operation closer to National Reference
Frequency (Volume-I) suggested secondary control as a vital link in the frequency control
continuum in Nov 2017 as suggested in Figure 4.

March
2021

Figure 4 Frequency Control Continuum in India

1.5

Timeline of different milestones in Automatic Generation Control (AGC) project
S. No.
1

Date
13.10.2015

Detail with regard to AGC
CERC Road map for operationalization of generation reserves in
petition number11/SM/2015.
http://www.cercind.gov.in/2015/orders/SO_11.pdf
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S. No.

Date

Detail with regard to AGC
http://www.cercind.gov.in/2015/orders/Annexure%20SpinningReseves.pdf

2

15.12.2015

3

19.01.2016

4

05.02.2016

5

02.03.2016

6

15.03.2016

7

12.04.2016

8

16.05.2016

9

03.10.2016

10

17.11.2016

11

18.01.2017

12

09.02.2017

13

24.02.2017

14

10.03.2017

15

17.03.2017

Outline procedure submitted by POSOCO to CERC. POSOCO proposal
to take up AGC Pilot Project.
POSOCO organized a two-day discussion-cum-brainstorming session
on implementation of AGC in Indian power system at New Delhi.
Professor Anjan Bose, Professor, Washington State University, USA
was also available as an expert during this workshop. Three vendors
presented the details of their AGC software.
Commission advised POSOCO to submit the draft detailed procedure
for operationalization of reserves.
Summary of the discussion-cum-brainstorming session was
communicated to the members of the Forum of Load Despatchers
(FOLD) in its 16th meeting.
Summary of the discussion-cum-brainstorming meeting on AGC, along
with the short term action points were communicated to Commission
Reserve Regulation Ancillary Services (RRAS) implemented for the first
time in India.
Team from POSOCO and POWERGRID visited NTPC Dadri to explore
the ground level requirements for AGC at NTPC Dadri as a pilot project.
AGC Pilot Project was discussed with SRPC constituents during a
workshop on AGC at Southern Region Load Despatch Centre,
Bangalore.
Detailed half year analysis and feedback on Reserve Regulation
Ancillary Services (RRAS) implementation in Indian Grid covering
implementation aspects and challenges was submitted for perusal of
the Commission.
Letter of Award (LOA) was issued to the successful bidder OEM to
supply hardware and software for AGC pilot project.
Western Regional Power Committee (WRPC) and POSOCO discussed
the AGC pilot project as an agenda item in the 2-day workshop at
Mumbai.
A presentation was made by NLDC at Southern Regional Power
Committee(SRPC) Board Meeting on the topic of AGC.
A presentation was made by POSOCO before the Commission on the
frequency profile of India, operationalization of reserves in the
country as per the CERC Order dated 13.10.2015 and related aspects
of AGC Pilot Project.
Discussion on the proposed payment mechanism and related aspects
of AGC Pilot Project was held with NTPC at NLDC
12

S. No.
16

Date
21.04.2017

17

09.05.2017

18

16.06.2017

19

29.06.2017

20

14.07.2017

21

08.09.2017

22

01.11.2017

23

06.12.2017

24

14.12.2017

25
26

04.01.2018
14.02.2018

Detail with regard to AGC
Petition no. 79/RC/2017 was filed in the matter of AGC pilot project by
POSOCO with CERC
1st meeting of the Expert Group chaired by Member, CERC to bring
power system operation closer to the national reference frequency of
50 Hz.
2nd meeting of the Expert Group chaired by Member, CERC to bring
power system operation closer to the national reference frequency of
50 Hz. Experts from ENTSOE and PJM who attended the meeting
through conference call. Prof. Anjan Bose, Regents Professor,
Washington State University, US was also connected through web
conference as a special invitee.
POSOCO conducted a mock test at NTPC Dadri Stage-II and observed
that the unit has followed the signals given by NLDC.
POSOCO submitted the detailed procedure on Operationalization of
Spinning Reserve highlighting all the issues involved based on the
experience gained. Secondary Control was recommended to be added
as an Ancillary Service. https://posoco.in/download/detailed-modusoperandi-on-operationalization-of-spinningreserves/?wpdmdl=13461
7th National Power Committee (NPC) meeting held at Indore.
Recommended to hold special meetings at all RPCs with a common
agenda on AGC.
Report of Expert Group to review and suggest measures for bringing
power system operation closer to National Reference Frequency
(Volume-I) recommended AGC as a vital link in the frequency control
continuum
CERC Order in the matter of (79/RC) Automatic Generation Control
(AGC) pilot project. The Hon’ble Commission expressed that the
implementation of the AGC pilot project is a way forward in the
direction of having adequate reserves to ensure secure grid operation.
Commission directed that similar pilot projects may be replicated by
NLDC, in at least one other regional grid of the country.
https://posoco.in/download/cerc-order-in-the-matter-of-automaticgeneration-control-agc-pilot-project/?wpdmdl=16062
Discussion on AGC pilot project and road map in the 142 nd Operation
Coordination Sub-Committee (OCC) meeting of NRPC held at New
Delhi
AGC operationalized at Dadri-2.
In the 141st Operation Coordination Sub-Committee meeting North
Eastern Regional Power Committee (NERPC) AGC pilot project and
road map were discussed in detail.
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S. No.
27

Date
27.02.2018

28

17.03.2018

29

28.03.2018

30

17.09.2018

31

19.09.2018

32
33

16.11.2018
November,
2018

34

30.11.2018

35
36
37

15.02.2019
30.05.2019
05.08.2019
28.08.2019

38

39

17.09.2019

40

27.09.2019

41

03.10.2019

Detail with regard to AGC
38th meeting of TCC of NRPC held at Faridabad. Agenda on AGC was
discussed in the meeting.
Discussion on AGC pilot project and road map in the 37th ERPC meeting
held at Goa.
33rd SRPC special meeting on AGC at Bengaluru to discuss the agenda
on AGC furnished by NPC/POSOCO.
WRPC special meeting on AGC pilot project and road map held at
Ahmedabad.
SRPC special meeting on issues related to implementation of AGC in
the SR States held at Bengaluru.
AGC operationalized at Simhadri-2.
Report of Expert Group to review and suggest measures for bringing
power system operation closer to National Reference Frequency
(Volume-I)
https://posoco.in/download/report-of-expert-group-to-review-andsuggest-measures-for-bringing-power-system-operation-closer-tonational-reference-frequency/?wpdmdl=16059
8th NPC meeting held at Guwahati. Discussion held on implementation
of Automatic Generation Control (AGC) in India
AGC operationalized at Mouda-2.
Workshop by POSOCO for ERPC constituents on AGC
AGC operationalized at Barh-2.
CERC Order for implementation of AGC Pan-India – Aug 2019
http://www.cercind.gov.in/2019/orders/319-RC-2018.pdf
NLDC notified the minimum requirement of equipment(s)/actions at
power plants for enabling AGC functionality (based on experience of
AGC Pilot Project). The same was uploaded on the NLDC, POSOCO
website at https://posoco.in/download/communication-to-powerplants-regarding-agc/?wpdmdl=24784.
Discussion with Central Transmission Utility (CTU) in respect of
availability of high-speed data communication facilities between
nearest wideband node to generating station & NLDC and actions
required at their end. Minutes of the meeting is available at
https://posoco.in/download/detailed-signal-list-for-connectinggenerators-under-agc/?wpdmdl=29546
Discussion with all the generators for status update and clarifications
about the requirements at generator end for enabling AGC
functionality. Minutes of the meeting is available on NLDC website at
https://posoco.in/download/minutes-of-meeting-with-agc-powerplants-03rd-october-2019/?wpdmdl=25216
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S. No.
42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

Date
07.10.2019

Detail with regard to AGC
AGC operationalized at Bongaigaon.
Coordination between Central Transmission Utility (CTU) and
generating stations in respect wideband communication/testing.
All through
Regional Power Committee (RPC) forums have also been utilised to
coordinate and update the status on the progress of implementation
of AGC.
Factory Acceptance Tests (FAT) were conducted for the AGC software
to be deployed at NLDC. Feedback and suggestions were provided to
November
the AGC software developer based on POSOCO’s requirements. AGC
2019
software is a part of the entire Supervisory Control And Data
Acquisition (SCADA) upgradation project at NLDC.
Discussions with all the generators (second meeting) about the
progress on actions at their end for enabling the AGC. Minutes of that
02.12.2019
meeting is available on NLDC website at
https://posoco.in/download/minutes-of-meeting-with-agc-powerplants-02nd-dec19/?wpdmdl=25933.
Discussion with CTU (second meeting) after identifying the proposed
communication paths between nearest wideband node to generating
station & NLDC. Nodal persons identified to facilitate communication
24.12.2019
link testing. Minutes of the meeting is available at
https://posoco.in/download/minutes-of-the-2nd-meeting-with-cturegarding-agc-communication-24th-dec-2019/?wpdmdl=26340
Report of Expert Group to review Indian Electricity Grid Code
January,
http://www.cercind.gov.in/2020/reports/Final%20Report%20dated%
2020
2014.1.2020.pdf
Checked the communication provided by CTU between NLDC and the
nearest wideband node at AGC power plants individually through ping
Jan-Feb
and traceroute commands ensuring bi-directional acknowledgements.
2020
This was a mammoth exercise requiring help of multiple coordinators
from CTU, unified load despatch centres (ULDCs), POWERGRID, power
plants, NLDC and RLDCs.
New AGC software as a part of NLDC SCADA upgradation project was
deployed at NLDC. Site Acceptance Tests, setting up the software for
hands-on had been done. Though the SCADA/EMS upgradation
May-July
hardware had reached NLDC site in mid-March 2020, commissioning
2020
works could not be taken up due to the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic and the lockdown. These works had been taken up after the
lockdown is lifted and were completed in July 2020 time frame.
AGC implementation works werecarried out by all powerplants. MPL,
May 2020 –
CGPL, and THDC reported near-readiness for AGC. NLC, NTPL, Sasan,
Dec 2020
NTPC, SJVN, and NHPC also had reported progress with the
15

S. No.

Date

51

16.11.2020

52

30.12.2020

53

12.01.2021

Detail with regard to AGC
contracting process. NEEPCO and BBMB generators, which have older
control systems are planned under renovation by the respective
agencies and have reported implementation constraints.
NLDC conducted phase-1 of the AGC open loop testing (OLT) between
16th Nov, 2020 and 23th Nov, 2020. A total of 6 plants participated in
it viz, Simhadri-2, Mauda-2, Barh-2, MPL, CGPL and Koteshwar. Before
start of the test, procedure for OLT was also circulated to the power
plants. Bongaigaon OLT was also later completed. Accounts were
exchanged and set points were monitored by power plant and NLDC.
NLDC conducted closed loop testing (CLT) of Simhadri-2, Mauda-2,
Barh-2, Bongaigaon, MPL, CGPL and Koteshwar. In the CLT, AGC signal
"DeltaP" is fed to power plant DCS and as a result the power plant is
required to track 'AGC set point' instead of the power plant operator
fed 'unit load set point'. Before the CLT, test procedure was circulated
to the power plants.
Workshop by POSOCO in Power System Operation Conclave 2021 on
AGC, attended by NER SLDCs, ISGS and transmission utilities

Figure 5: Chronology of major milestones
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1.6

Key outcomes of the AGC pilot project and the above exercises
•

Operationalized Pilot Projects

Pilot project on AGC at Dadri Stage-II (Northern Region), Simhadri stg-II (Southern Region),
Mauda stage-II (Western region), Barh stg-II (Eastern Region) and Bongaigaon (North Eastern
Region) have been implemented and have been put into operation.
•

Key Learnings for Software, Hardware and Communication Requirements

The key motivation behind going for the AGC pilot project is to understand the software,
hardware and communication requirements needed at the power plant and the control
centre. Performance of thermal power plants under AGC in general is also understood. Ample
experience has been gained regarding ‘Measurement’ aspect through SCADA/EMS for AGC.
‘Accounting’ aspects of AGC have also been streamlined in coordination with Regional Power
Committees (RPCs). Various thought processes in ‘Settlement’ aspect have been encouraged.
System operator and power plant operators gradually entered into the paradigm of
monitoring AGC 24 x7 from customized control room visualizations.
•

Feasibility of Pan-India Implementation

Important learnings on the implementation aspects, communication protocols, generator
regulation and load following capabilities, metering, monitoring, visualisation, accounting etc.
were gathered which will be useful during implementation of secondary control on a large
scale. Capacity building in the field of AGC was also an indirect objective fulfilled.
•

Customization and Innovations for India Specific Implementation

There were several interactions in 2018 with the vendor deploying the full SCADA/EMS
package at NLDC as a part of regular upgradation. For finalising the functional specifications
of the full-scale AGC project, the AGC pilot implementation experience came in handy for
NLDC in having clear cut requirements. In November 2019 Factory Acceptance Tests (FAT)
were performed on the procured AGC software. Several implementation issues were
discussed in RPC forums / FOLD etc., over the period from 2015-2019 extensively. At the state
level also, relevant inputs were provided to the team of USAID, KPTCL and KPCL joint initiative
to bring Sharavati hydro power plant under AGC.
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•

Look ahead implementation plan

As directed by the Commission, POSOCO has submitted a detailed procedure for
implementing secondary control throughout the country through Automatic Generation
Control (AGC). The total cost of the proposed implementation is comparable to 1/10th (one
tenth) of the indicative cost of a 765 kV double circuit transmission line of 300 km length.
It is also understood that the staff of CERC have placed consultation papers in the CERC
website dealing with reserve procurement through market based ancillary services, which
might open new avenues. Administered mechanism is also one way to start with, before full
operationalisation of market based services. It was understood that, AGC must be
implemented throughout the country at the earliest in line with the Commission’s
recommendation of treating a region as a balancing area. Performance Metrics for such AGC
payments may be introduced once sufficient experience is gained through the pilot project.
AGC at the intra state level, particularly for large states, can be implemented in line with
directions by the Appropriate Commission(s).
•

Seeking Regulatory Interventions and Directions

Petition 319/RC has been filed with the Commission seeking permission for installing and
testing the hardware setup at different power plants in the country. Hon’ble CERC order dated
28th August, 2019 in petition number 319/RC/2018, directed the enabling of Automatic
Generation Control (AGC) functionality at all the ISGS stations whose tariff is determined or
adopted by CERC, before 28th February 2020 and the implementation of AGC in India.
•

Identifying multiple stakeholders

There are multiple stakeholders involved in this implementation with varying roles and
responsibilities. Their roles are depicted below. Hon’ble Central Electricity Regulatory
Commission (CERC), power plants, Central Transmission Utility (CTU) and Regional Power
Committees (RPCs) have been working along with POSOCO in this implementation. Newly
introduced market mechanisms and efficiency measures like Real Time Market (RTM),
Security Constrained Economic Dispatch (SCED), Reserve Regulation Ancillary Services (RRAS)
also have shown impact on reserve availability and system operations. Ongoing discussions
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on market structures and disruptive technologies like storage are also taking place in parallel
to this project involved by different teams from POSOCO.

Figure 6: Depiction of multiple stakeholders in AGC implementation

1.7

Ongoing work and Next Steps

NLDC on 17th September 2019, notified the minimum requirement of equipment(s)/actions
at power plants for enabling AGC functionality (based on experience of AGC Pilot Project).
The

same

was

uploaded

on

the

NLDC,

POSOCO

website

at

https://posoco.in/download/communication-to-power-plants-regardingagc/?wpdmdl=24784
Following this, physical meetings were held at NLDC on 3rd Oct 2019 and 2nd Dec 2019 for
clarifying queries regarding the way ahead for implementation of AGC. Email
correspondences, teleconferences, video conferences were also held on the subject with
requesting parties. All the generators have made progress in the arrangement of AGC
connecting equipment at the power plants, which was communicated to CERC vide letters
dated 31st Dec 2019 and 28th April 2020.
NLDC SCADA upgradation started from October 2017 and is scheduled to be completed by
mid-2021 (slightly delayed due to COVID-19). NLDC AGC set up is envisaged to be capable of
sending and receiving AGC signals to all the Regional Entity generating stations to start with
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for the first time in India. Presently all the generators have reached on-site implementation
phase.
Listed below are the ISGS power plants which are scheduled to be brought under AGC soon.
Apart from these, all the upcoming power plants would be AGC compliant.
S. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Location
Andhra Pradesh
Bihar
Maharashtra
Assam
Uttar Pradesh
Jharkhand
Gujarat
Uttarakhand
Tamil Nadu
Himachal Pradesh
Himachal Pradesh
Madhya Pradesh
Madhya Pradesh
Madhya Pradesh
Madhya Pradesh
Madhya Pradesh
Bihar
Bihar
Chhattisgarh
Chhattisgarh
Madhya Pradesh
Jammu & Kashmir
Uttarakhand
Sikkim
Chhattisgarh
Chhattisgarh
Chhattisgarh
Chhattisgarh
Madhya Pradesh
Uttar Pradesh
Uttar Pradesh
Uttar Pradesh
Uttar Pradesh
Tripura
Odisha
Odisha
Assam
Maharashtra
Bihar

Participating Generators (MW)
Simhadri-2 (1000 MW)
Barh-2 (1320 MW)
Mauda-2 (1320 MW)
Bongaigaon (750 MW)
Dadri-2 (980 MW)
MPL (1050 MW)
CGPL (4150 MW)
Koteshwar (400 MW)
NTPL (1000 MW)
Nathpa Jhakri (1500 MW)
Chamera-3 (231 MW)
Vindhyachal-II(1000MW)
Vindhyachal-IV(1000MW)
Vindhyachal-III(1000MW)
Vindhyachal-V(500MW)
Vindhyachal-I(1260MW)
Kahalgaon-1 (840 MW)
Kahalgaon-2 (1500 MW)
Sipat-1 (1980 MW)
Sipat-2 (1000 MW)
Sasan (3960 MW)
Dulhasti (390 MW)
Tehri (1000MW)
Teesta-V (510MW)
Korba STPS STG -III (500MW)
Korba STPS STG ( I & II)(2100MW)
SIPAT TPS Stg-I(1980MW)
SIPAT TPS Stg-II(1000MW)
Sasan Power Ltd(3960MW)
Rihand TPS Stage - II(1000MW)
Rihand TPS Stage - I(1000MW)
Rihand TPS Stage - III(1000MW)
Singrauli STPS(2000MW)
AGTPP - Agartala(135MW)
Talcher STPS - I(1000MW)
Talcher STPS - II(2000MW)
AGBPP - Kathalguri(291MW)
Ratnagiri Gas & Power Pvt Ltd GF(1968MW)
Nabinagar Thermal Power Project(750MW)
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S. No.
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
84
85
86

Location
Chhattisgarh
Gujarat
Gujarat
West Bengal
West Bengal
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Telangana
Telangana
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Uttar Pradesh
Andhra Pradesh
Uttar Pradesh
Uttar Pradesh
Uttar Pradesh
Tamil Nadu
Rajasthan
Haryana
Maharashtra
Uttar Pradesh
Uttar Pradesh
Uttar Pradesh
Karnataka
Maharashtra
Uttar Pradesh
Madhya Pradesh
Madhya Pradesh
Chhattisgarh
Bihar
Odisha
Bihar
Sikkim
Himachal Pradesh
Himachal Pradesh
Himachal Pradesh
Jammu & Kashmir
Jammu & Kashmir
Uttarakhand
Uttarakhand
Himachal Pradesh
Jammu & Kashmir
Jammu & Kashmir
Uttarakhand
Assam
Assam

Participating Generators (MW)
NTPC-SAIL Power Company Pvt. Ltd(500MW)
Gandhar Gas Power Project GF(657MW)
Kawas Gas Power Project GF(656.2MW)
Farakka STPS - I & II(1600MW)
Farakka STPS - III(500MW)
NLC TPS - II Exp(500MW)
NLC TPS - I Exp(420MW)
Ramagundam STPS – III (500MW)
Ramagundam STPS - I & II (2100MW)
NLC TPS - I(630MW)
NLC TPS – II (840MW)
Unchahar TPS Stage – IV (500MW)
Simhadri STPS - I (1000MW)
Unchahar TPS Stage - I(420MW)
Unchahar TPS Stage - II(420MW)
Unchahar TPS Stage – III (210MW)
NTECL - Vallur TPS (1500MW)
Anta Gas Power Project GF (419.33MW)
Indra Gandhi STPS (1500MW)
Mouda STPP Stage-I (1000MW)
Dadri Gas Power Project GF (829.78MW)
Auraiya Gas Power Project GF (663.36MW)
Dadri TPS Stage – I (840MW)
Kudgi STPS I (2400MW)
Solapur Super Thermal Power Project(1320MW)
Tanda TPS Stage – II (660MW)
Gadarwara (800MW)
Khargone (1320MW)
Lara (1600MW)
NSTPP (NPGC)(660MW)
Darlipalli (800MW)
MTPS Stage – II (390MW)
Rangit (60MW)
Bairasiul (180MW)
Chamera-II (300MW)
Chamera-I (540MW)
Uri Stage – I (480MW)
Salal (690MW)
Dhauliganga (280MW)
Tanakpur (94.2MW)
Parbati III (520MW)
Sewa-II (120MW)
Uri Stage – II (240MW)
Koldam (800MW)
Kopili (200MW)
Kopili-II (25MW)
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S. No.
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94

Location
Assam
Arunachal Pradesh
Arunachal Pradesh
Nagaland
Manipur
Himachal Pradesh
Himachal Pradesh
Himachal Pradesh

Participating Generators (MW)
Khandong (50MW)
Ranganadi (405MW)
Pare (110MW)
Doyang (75MW)
Loktak (105MW)
Pong (396MW)
Dehar (990MW)
Bhakra complex (1379MW)

In the subsequent chapters, detailed information is provided on the architecture employed
for the ongoing pan India AGC project and various related aspects.
1.8

Provisions in the draft IEGC 2020 related to secondary control and AGC
•

SLDC/RLDC/NLDC shall compute the ACE of respective control area in real time
based on telemetered data. ACE data should be archived at the interval of 10
seconds or better if adequate measurement is available through synchro-phasor
measurement.

•

The secondary reserves through automatic generation control shall start responding
within thirty (30) seconds of ACE of a particular control area going beyond the
minimum threshold limit of +/- 10 MW

•

The required secondary reserves through automatic generation control shall be fully
delivered within fifteen (15) minutes and shall be capable of sustaining for the next
thirty (30) minutes thereafter.

•

The secondary reserve capacity shall be computed by NLDC, RLDC, SLDC as per any
of the following methodologies:
i.

The positive and negative secondary reserve capacity for any control area for a
financial year shall be equal to 99 percentile of positive and negative ACE
respectively of that control area during the previous financial year, OR

ii. The secondary reserves capacity for any control area shall be equal to the 110 %
of largest unit size in that control area plus load forecast error plus wind forecast
error plus solar forecast error. Provided that the All India secondary reserves
capacity shall be equal to the reference contingency.
•

This reserve capacity as per above regulation shall be calculated by respective
control area by 15th February every year for next financial year and submitted to
NLDC. NLDC would work out the minimum quantum of secondary reserves to be
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maintained at inter-state level (region-wise at regional entity generating station) and
intra-state level for each control area. NLDC will publish the information on its
website by 1st March every year which will be implemented for next financial year
from 1st April onwards by control areas.
•

The secondary reserves shall be maintained in regional entity generating stations for
activation by RLDC/NLDC and Intra-state generating stations for activation by
respective SLDC. Energy Storage Systems (ESS) and/or demand response may also be
deployed for providing adequate secondary response.

•

Similar mechanism shall be implemented at state level for intra-state generating
station. NLDC, RLDC or SLDC would indicate the short fall in secondary reserves and
announce emergency alerts for such periods.

•

Normal mode of operation of AGC would be tie-line bias control. NLDC may also
operate select region/country automatic generation control on flat frequency
control mode during anticipated congestion free period or flat tie-line mode.

•

Tertiary reserves maybe arranged from the generating stations, ESS and/or demand
response. Tertiary reserve shall be greater or equal to secondary reserves to take
care of contingencies, and shall be maintained at both regional entity level as well as
state control area. Tertiary reserves activation would restore the secondary reserves
to the desired level.

•

The tertiary reserve shall be fully activated within fifteen (15) minutes of operator’s
instructions from appropriate load despatch centre and shall be capable of delivering
until next 60 minutes. Instruction for tertiary reserve activation shall be given by
appropriate load despatch centre based on the following:
i.

When area control error (more than 100 MW) persists for more than fifteen
(15) minutes in one direction

ii.

In the event of loss of generation or loss of load of more than 100 MW in the
control area

iii.

In case the secondary reserve has been deployed continuously in one
direction for fifteen (15) minutes for more than 100 MW, then tertiary
reserves shall be triggered in order to replenish the secondary reserve

iv.

Any other condition such as mitigating local congestion due to transmission
lines
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•

Each state control area shall keep reserve capacity one day in advance and inform
RLDC as outlined in the scheduling code.

•

The secondary and tertiary reserves shall be arranged by the RLDC and SLDC
according to the mechanism decided by the appropriate commission.

•

The control area wise performance of secondary and tertiary control shall be
evaluated in accordance with the detailed procedure prepared by NLDC.
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2

General architecture of AGC

Secondary control with each of the five regional grids in India is embedded in the AGC
software at National Load Despatch Centre (NLDC), along with the SCADA/Energy
Management System (EMS) at NLDC. The reason why NLDC was chosen for implementing
AGC was that the RLDC EMS upgrades were already finalised without AGC and hence NLDC
was the only EMS where AGC provision could be added. POSOCO proposes to shift the AGC
infrastructure to the RLDCs in the next SCADA/EMS upgrades at RLDCs.
The concept of having a region as a balancing area is depicted in the Figure below and the
Area Control Error (ACE) has to be worked out for each area viz. region. The objective of the
full-fledged AGC is to drive the regional ACE to zero. Standard industrial grade AGC software
was used to process the value of ACE and limits of the power plant through the AGC software
to derive the desired plant AGC set point.

Figure 7 Concept of Region as a Balancing Area

2.1

Area Control Error and frequency bias

Regional ACE is calculated using the frequency, inter-regional schedule tie line MW and actual
tie line MW data as below,
ACE = (Ia - Is) - 10 * Bf * (Fa - Fs) + Offset
where, Ia = Actual net interchange in MW (positive value for export)
Is = Scheduled net interchange in MW (positive value for export)
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Bf = Frequency Bias Coefficient in MW/0.1 Hz (negative value)
Fa = Actual system frequency in Hz
Fs = Schedule system frequency in Hz
Offset = means provision for compensating errors such as measurement error; default zero.
The software is capable of operating in three modes viz., frequency bias, tie line interchange
and tie line bias (combination of tie line interchange and frequency bias). IEEE Task Force
Report 2017 on “Measurement, Monitoring, and Reliability Issues Related to Primary
Governing Frequency Response,” and Power System Stability and Control book of Prof.
Prabha Kundur recommend using frequency response characteristic (FRC) calculated after the
after the power and frequency transients have settled, for the Frequency Bias Setting used in
the ACE equation. Twenty events have been deemed adequate for estimating the frequency
response characteristic to rule out human error. For around 60 events in the grid since 2015,
Frequency response characteristic is archived for all the regions estimated using Phasor
Measurement Unit (PMU) data at NLDC.

Figure 8 All India Frequency Response Characteristics
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2.2

Architecture of the AGC project

The architecture of the project is depicted in Figure-9. AGC server at NLDC has four divisions.
They are –
i)
Inter Control Centre Communications Protocol (ICCP) block: It handles the data
exchanges with SCADA.
ii)

Database block: It contains the information regarding the parameters of the units
under AGC

iii)

Front End Processor (FEP) block: It communicates with the Remote Terminal Unit
(RTU) located at the plant under AGC

iv)

AGC block: It handles the Proportional Integral (PI) / Proportional Integral
Derivative (PID) controller related calculations and the power plant limits after
taking inputs from other blocks and decides the plant AGC set point. Dead band of
10 MW in the ACE is considered for each control area in line with upcoming IEGC
recommendation. Exponential moving average filter (EMA) is available to filter out
any random variations in the ACE. The PI controller is tuned using simulation studies
and practical observations.

Data is exchanged between the SCADA system at NLDC and AGC application through Inter
Control Centre Communications Protocol (ICCP). AGC system at NLDC exchanges data twoway with the power plant in IEC 60870-5-104 (IEC 104) protocol. The signals exchanged
between NLDC and power plant (different for thermal and hydro power plants) are given in
the Figure 10 and Figure 11.
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Figure 9 Architecture of the AGC Project
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Figure 10 Thermal Power Plant Signal List

Unit Load Set Point (ULSP) of plant is the gross set point of the plant including auxiliary power
consumption, which is fed manually by the plant operator to the unit Digital Control System
(DCS). The operator looks up the ex-bus schedule given by RLDCs from IT based systems, adds
the unit auxiliary consumption and arrives at the unit load set point (ULSP) required to achieve
the ex-bus schedule given by the RLDCs. This ULSP is taken as an input for the AGC to establish
the reference for base set point. AGC software output is the plant AGC set point which is
communicated every four seconds (configurable 2s-10s) to the power plant.
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Figure 11 Hydro Power Plant Signal List

RTU located at the plant is connected to the nearest wide band communication node through
a fibre optic cable laid as a part of the AGC project. The nearest wide band communication
node reports to the AGC front end processor located at NLDC through a communication path
provided by the optical fibre ground wire (OPGW) cables of the meshed electric grid planned
by Central Transmission Utility (CTU). RTU located at the plant is hardwired to the generating
unit Digital Control System (DCS). Cyber security is ensured through appropriate router
configurations, firewalls and antivirus software.

The following signals would be handled in AGC for control and monitoring purposes. Apart
from the below mentioned signals, some other power plant specific signals also might be
needed on case to case basis. Expansion and spares included in procurement may be used for
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the same. Detailed logics to be implemented at each power plant and its individual generating
units are given below.
A) Analog data to be sent from power plants to NLDC
1. Unit Load Set Point (ULSP)
Unit Load Set Point (ULSP) in MW is the unit-wise manual entry done by the plant shift
engineer/operator in the digital control system (DCS) of the generating unit. ULSP is an exgenerating unit value entered by the power plant shift engineer in the DCS for each time block
calculated by adding auxiliary power consumption of the unit and the ex-bus schedule
provided by the RLDC. Note that ex-bus schedule is provided for the total power plant by the
RLDC; this is distributed in between the on bar generating units by the plant operator
considering on-site constraints.
2. Actual Generation MW
Actual generation in MW is the ex-generating unit value available in the DCS for every
generating unit.
3. Unit Capability MW (max and min)
Unit Capability in MW is the ex-generating unit capability derived using the power plant
declared capability which is divided amongst the units by the power plant operator. Note that
power plant declares the capability on an ex-bus basis to RLDCs. Unit capability has to be
calculated and updated by the power plant operator by distributing the ex-bus declared
capability amongst the on bar generating units and adding the respective auxiliary
consumption. This shall be entered by the power plant operator in the DCS / HMI. Similarly,
minimum limit may also be provided. These signals will be used to limit final AGC set point to
the power plant to never exceed the sum of individual unit capabilities.
4. RGMO/FGMO/Governor input to governor
This signal is the MW input to the governor from the output of the RGMO control block in the
DCS. Alternatively put, this signal in MW is the generation of the unit caused by primary
frequency response alone.
5. Delta P feedback
This Delta P feedback signal shall be taken from the DCS. In the unit DCS, Delta P (calculated
in RTU or DCS) would be added to ULSP to calculate the final unit AGC set point. As per
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required AGC design, there shall be limits enforced for each unit by the power plant to restrict
the total MW load set point input reaching master control. Delta P feedback shall be
calculated after the limits are enforced.
Delta P feedback = (Unit AGC Set Point after limits are enforced at unit – ULSP)
The reason “Unit AGC Set Point after limits are enforced at unit” is needed is to exactly
understand the MW quantum reaching the master control of the unit after adding AGC input
to ULSP. This signal would be used in accounting and verification of the data exchange
between NLDC and power plant, and is critical.
6. Reactive Power Actual MVAR
Actual MVAR reactive power absorbed or delivered by the unit.
7. AVR Voltage Set Point
Voltage set point of the automatic voltage regulator / exciter.
8. Low Voltage (LV) side Actual Voltage
Voltage at the LV side of the generating unit.
9. Generator Transformer (GT) Tap Position
Tap position setting of the generator transformer.
10. Distribution Factor (fraction for distribution of AGC DeltaP in between the units of
the power plant)
Distribution Factor is the fraction by which the power plant operator divides the AGC
regulation signal (Delta P = Plant AGC Set Point – Plant ULSP) in between the generating units.
This signal shall be made available in the user interface / human machine interface (HMI) of
the newly installed remote terminal unit (RTU). Sum of all distribution factors of generating
units in a power plant must be 1.

Additional Analog inputs from Hydro power plants
11. Minimum load at which unit can stably run after synchronization – Unit wise (P1) (in
MW)
12. Forbidden zones or high cavitation zones - Unit-wise (From MW to MW) - P2 to P3
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13. Maximum loading possible on unit (continuous) (P4)
14. Declared Energy for the day in million units (MU)
15. Schedule Energy in MU (Cumulative for the day)
16. Water gross head (m)
Additional Analog inputs from Gas power plants
17. Reference exhaust gas temperature
18. Actual exhaust gas temperature
B) Digital Input data required per generating unit
1. Circuit Breaker Status on/off: To understand whether the unit is on bar or off bar.
Ensuring the quality of this information is also very critical for AGC. This is a double
point signal (2 - CB closed, 1 - CB open, 0 - in between)
2. Governor status on/off: To understand whether the unit is providing primary
response also.
3. AGC Local/Remote:
The manual choice to take unit into local or remote is with the power plant shift engineer
through DCS. Suitable user interface may be developed by the instrumentation team at power
plant for taking units into local/remote. This is a single point digital signal (0 – Local, 1Remote)
“Remote” means unit Delta P shall be added to ULSP before processing the signal for
maximum and minimum limits and further sending it to master control. Thus, if a unit is under
remote, it is ready to accept and respond to AGC signals.
“Local” means unit Delta P shall not be added to ULSP. This choice can be because of onsite
problems, non-readiness to accept AGC signals, prolonged communication failure etc.
Additional Digital inputs from Hydro power plants
4. Pumping Status on/off: for pumped hydro power plants

C) Data sent from NLDC to Power plant
1. AGC Set Point – Analog
AGC set point shall be provided for the total power plant for thermal generating units. This
AGC set point is the main input to the power plants from AGC which will be used for
calculation of Plant Delta P = Plant AGC Set point – Plant ULSP.
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2. AGC Suspend Status – Digitaldouble point signal
Sometimes AGC needs to be suspended by NLDC for reasons like intermittent communication,
reboots, updations etc. This information would be sent as a digital status double point (2means AGC not suspended, 1-means AGC suspended, 0-in between status)
3. SCED schedule - Analog: Not for immediate use. Redundant extra signal to facilitate
SCED schedule transfer to power plant (presently being updated through web-based
scheduling by RLDCs).

D) Basic logics to be implemented at the power plant RTU and DCS
The basic logics given below may be implemented for safe operation. Apart from these, some
other logics may need to be implemented on case to case basis.
a) Plant DeltaP analog is calculated as, 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎 𝑃 = (𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝐺𝐶 𝑆𝑒𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 −
∑𝑛1(𝑈𝐿𝑆𝑃𝑛 )) ∗ 𝐴𝐺𝐶 𝑆𝑢𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠 ∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒
b) For Distribution Factor Analog Input of ‘n’units, check ∑𝑛1(𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑛 ) = 1
c) 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎 𝑃𝑛 = 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎 𝑃 ∗ 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑛 ∗ AGC Local Remote𝑛
d) 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝐴𝐺𝐶 𝑆𝑒𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑛 = 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎 𝑃𝑛 + 𝑈𝐿𝑆𝑃𝑛
e) Enforce minimum and maximum limits at each unit to process 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝐴𝐺𝐶 𝑆𝑒𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑛
and convert it to 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝐴𝐺𝐶 𝑆𝑒𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑠𝑛
f) 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎 𝑃 𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑛 = 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝐴𝐺𝐶 𝑆𝑒𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝐿𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑠𝑛 − 𝑈𝐿𝑆𝑃𝑛
g) Scheduled Energy (Cumulative MU) for Hydro is calculated as ∑𝑇𝐵
𝑡=1(𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑀𝑊/
4000)
Where TB is the current time block.
h) For hydro power plants, NLDC can send directly 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝐴𝐺𝐶 𝑆𝑒𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑛 for each unit.
Hydro plant operator shall be provided with option to select one of the operating
modes specified below:
•

Plant AGC set point will be communicated from NLDC and use specified
distribution factors for calculating unit Delta P as above.

•

Unit AGC set points communicated from NLDC will be used for calculating unit
Delta P

•

Unit AGC set points communicated from NLDC be converted to Plant AGC set point
and use specified distribution factors for calculating unit Delta P.

i) To detect communication failure and convert Plant DeltaP analog output to zero
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j) To detect AGC Suspend status and convert Plant DeltaP analog output to zero
k) To detect AGC Local status and convert Plant DeltaP analog output to zero.

2.3

Communication establishment and RTU Integration

CTU / ULDC arranges dedicated communication between NLDC and the nearest wide band
node at the power plant on two paths wherever available, main and protection. POWERGRID
provides ethernet ports details at power plant. Laptop to Laptop testing between NLDC and
power plant node is done to verify communication path. Wherever needed a fiber optic cable
is laid (using light to ethernet converters at both ends) till the unit control room where RTU is
placed. During 2019-2020, NLDC/RLDCs did a large exercise of laptop-laptop testing and
coordination with more than 70 plants pan India before start of full AGC works at NLDC.
Whenever a new power plant is ready to come under AGC, once again this test is repeated to
ascertain whether the communication is healthy.

RTU panel and wiring works are being taken up by the power plants and OEMs. From the
digital control system (DCS) of the power plant, all the analog and digital signals mentioned
in the signal list circulated to the power plants are wired to the RTU using the signal addresses
provided by NLDC (in a fixed template, as shown in Figure 12). Point to point validation of all
the signals is then conducted (through telephone) to ensure that all the signals by the power
plant are reaching NLDC without much latency through IEC 104 protocol.
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Figure 12 IO template
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2.4

AGC Software Modelling

Industry grade AGC software is being implemented at NLDC along with SCADA / EMS
upgradation. Any new power plant is modelled in SCADA and AGC software mapping relevant
data. The starting point for AGC actions is the measurement of the Area Control Error (ACE).
The ACE is worked out using the SCADA data in respect of the net drawl by a control area visà-vis the schedules. This is updated once every 4 – 10 seconds. The ACE computations require
telemetered data of the inter-regional tie lines and frequency both of which are maintained
at a high reliability level from both ends for inter-regional links. In the present scheme of
implementation, “Region” is considered as a control area and thus, telemetry issues &
reliability of SCADA data is not a huge concern. In future, when AGC is to be implemented at
the intra-state level, reliable telemetry of state related data will become important for
computation of ACE of the concerned State.
All the signals are archived in the historian and are made available for trending. PI/PID
controller and EMA filter is available to smoothen ACE. The smoothed ACE calculation block
is depicted in Figure 13.
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Figure 13 AGC Smoothed ACE calculation block

The ratio of participation of each generator in this regulation exercise can be defined by four
modes (Figure 14), based on the grid requirement:
i.

Range participation: where the regulation component is calculated in proportion
to the available up/down total spinning reserve margin in the power plants.

ii.

Rate participation factor: where the regulation component is calculated in
proportion to the ramp up and down rate of the power plant. This is the most
widely used mode world-wide.

iii.

Manual participation factor: where the regulation component is calculated in
proportion to the normalized values of manual participation factor entered. This
manual entry is usually for merit order.

iv.

Custom participation factor: where the regulation component is calculated based
on the normalized value in proportion to range, rate and inversely proportional to
variable cost (for the up regulation; proportional for down regulation)

The regulation component at the NLDC is customized through custom participation factor
feature considering normalized available reserve, ramp rate and variable cost.
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Figure 14 AGC participation factor customization block

Various limits of the power plant like max capability, technical minimum, ramp rates,
prohibited zones for hydro power plants, incremental heat rate curves for the thermal power
plants, etc. are fed in the software. AGC software generates set point for each power plant
based on regional ACE and participation factor as above will be calculated only after applying
the maximum & minimum limits of the power plant, and up & down ramp rates and variable
cost of the power plant so that the regulation signals do not result in a violation of the
machine capability limits & economic limits. It is to be noted here that the modeling of the
thermal power plants is done plant wise whereas unit wise modeling is done for the hydro
power plants. It is done to incorporate the unit wise prohibited zones of the hydro power
plants.
2.5

Simulation studies for setting AGC parameters

A realistic MATLAB/SIMULINK simulation model was constructed to simulate the effects of
Inertia, Primary response, and Secondary frequency control through AGC. The model has
been first validated to match 10 actual grid events (generator tripping or load loss events)
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that happened in the previous year matching the inertia and primary response time frames
(for several milli seconds to few minutes). On top of this validated frequency response model,
secondary frequency control through AGC is modeled in the time frame of few seconds to
several minutes. This model will help in checking/deriving the effect of various combinations
of upcoming AGC software settings. This model can also predict the nadir frequency and quasi
steady state frequency for any forecasted generation loss or load loss event.
The following practical simulation model components have been modelled
•

Governor model

•

Turbine model

•

Inertia and Load model

•

Droop

•

PMU Event data

•

PID controller

•

Capacity & Ramp Rates

•

Dead zones

•

Limiters

Considering the type of AGC implementation that is happening in Indian power system in line
with the decentralized Indian power system model, all the regions have been separately
modeled with independent PID controller and exponential moving average (EMA) filter.
Sample representation of the regional model setup is given below. Apart from this an all India
model is also prepared, to observe the difference between the two models.
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Figure 15: Multi-Region integrated AGC model

Figure 16: Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controller model
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Figure 17: Model deciding AGC participation of individual power plants of a region

Figure 18: Governor and Turbine model

Apart from the above, infinite bus is also modeled which provides only primary frequency
control and doesn’t contribute in AGC, as individual AGC generators are modelled.
This regional AGC model is then validated against these events to see its performance in time
domain in the inertia and primary frequency control time horizon of few milli seconds to few
minutes. From the results given below, it can be observed that a decent match is obtained in
between the simulated events and the actual frequency data captured from 40ms sampled
phasor measurement units (PMU) data during these events. This ‘one-model-to-fit-all-events’
can help in tuning AGC control parameters, capable of performing satisfactorily during such
future events.
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S.No.

Date

1
2

01.03.20
19.03.20

3
4

28.05.20
11.06.20

5
6
7
8
9
10

14.07.20
20.07.20
22.07.20
16.07.20
06.08.20
13.08.20

Event Brief
Generation loss around 1340 MW at NJPC & Rampur & Karcham
JPL stage -II station tripped. Generation loss in the event was 1139
MW
Generation loss of 5346 MW observed Sasan Vindhyachal complex
Generation loss of around 2126MW at Bhadla(PG) & Bhadla
(Rajasthan)
Koyna Hydro power plant causing generation loss of around 975MW
At Amarsagar, wind generation loss of around 1213 MW occurred
Solar generation loss at Bhadla Rajasthan 1402 MW
Teesta generation loss during an event, 1394 MW
At Akal, wind generation loss of around 1348 MW occurred
At Jhakri, Karcham and Rampur, generation loss 1200 MW occurred

Figure 19: Model validation for Inertia and Primary Response time frames

After the model is validated for inertia and primary control time frames against actual PMU
data, this model was used to provide inferences regarding “Reference Contingency” of 4500
MW generation loss, mentioned in draft Indian Electricity Grid Code (IEGC) 2020. It was
observed that the Nadir and Quasi Steady State frequencies expected as per IEGC are also
matching with the model.
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Figure 20: Reference contingency simulation for inertia and primary response

This model also provides decent estimates for starting time (M = 2H) and inertia (H) values,
when the entire load in the model is suddenly made zero and frequency declines to 0 Hz. A
sample such simulation is given below.

Figure 21: Inertia and Starting time extraction

Now, this validated model is used to make inferences regarding AGC. Firstly, the difference
between the all India model and five-regional model is checked.
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Figure 22: Difference between All India model and 5-Regional model

It was observed that (in the above example step change is 1000 MW between load and
generation), Regional model is slightly slower than All India model. For large difference
between load and generation, both models perform almost the same. Hence, there may not
be much negative impact because of the 5-regional modeling adopted by POSOCO for AGC,
and it still retains existing decentralized scheduling and dispatch. Effect of adding more
generators under AGC is also investigated. It was observed that adding more generators
(present 10 generators modelled, and 10 more extra) will improve response further by
improving ramping reserves and shortens time for frequency coming within band (50 Hz+/0.05 Hz). As mentioned in Chapter-1 significant generation capacity (more than 70 GW) is
expected to come under AGC shortly. However, the availability of reserves in these generators
is still an issue, which are discussed in the last chapter. Increasing the ramp rate declared by
the power plants can also help in better response and the availability of 10-minute reserve
for AGC.

Figure 23: Adding more generators under AGC

For the PID tuning, several combinations have been tried and PID controller was tuned. Below
is the example for a proportional gain Kp = 0.9 and Integration time = 10 s Vs Kp = 0.9 and
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Integration time = 60 s. It was observed that for the current AGC setup, more proportional
control is recommended as there are fewer generators available. As each new power plant
gradually gets integrated into system, this PID tuning can be reviewed over the period, along
with considering response of actual system.

Figure 24: PID controller tuning

For deciding the region wise frequency bias component (detailed explanation on frequency
bias given in Chapter-2), IEEE Task Force Report 2017 was followed. It was observed that
incorrectly selected bias can cause stability issues and oscillations. It was also inferred from
the simulation studies that slightly greater bias (greater than Regional Frequency Response
Characteristic) for regional model will ensure speedy performance. As mentioned FRC data
computed from PMU data for several events is available at POSOCO.

Figure 25: Regional Bias selection for AGC model
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Lastly, AGC model performance has been simulated for “Reference Contingency” mentioned
of 4500 MW generation loss. It was observed that with equivalent ramping reserves (total
4500 MW within 10 minutes) on bar, AGC can safely bring back system frequency to 50 Hz
within 10 -15 minutes after system inertia response and primary response.

Figure 26: Reference Contingency 4500 MW generation loss simulation
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3

Generator Integration Aspects

Figure 27: Generator Integration Flow Chart

3.1

Establishing communication

Before the integration of the power plants in to the AGC software, healthy communication
between the NLDC and the power plants is ensured. For this, laptop is connected to the
identified MUX/switch at the nearest wide band node (POWERGRID substation) and
communication is checked through ping, trace route and TELNET commands. As per CERC
Order 319/RC, Central Transmission Utility (CTU) has been arranging communication
availability from National Load Desptach Centre (NLDC) to the nearest wide band node for
the generating stations in a redundant and alternate path ensuring route diversity and dual
communication. CTU has been providing two ethernet ports at the nearest wideband node of
the AGC power plants. At some places, wideband node is very distant from the generating
station (more than 10 km). At such generating stations, single connectivity is presently being
operationalized for the purpose of AGC. However, the availability of second path in planning
horizon is being pursued at relevant RPCs/TeST (Telecommunication, SCADA and Telemetry)
forums. Detailed deliberations held in the regard of communication establishment with CTU
are

available

at

https://posoco.in/download/minutes-of-the-2nd-meeting-with-ctu-

regarding-agc-communication-24th-dec-2019/?wpdmdl=26340,
https://posoco.in/download/minutes-of-the-meeting-with-ctu-regarding-agccommunication/?wpdmdl=25491.
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3.2

Signal integration

For obtaining signals from the power plants in IEC 104 protocol, a separate Remote Terminal
Unit (RTU) has to be installed by the power plants. The general specifications have been
provided by NLDC and they have been maintained to be vendor agnostic. Till 30th Jan 2021,
five (5) different makes of RTUs have been successfully integrated with NLDC AGC system
(different vendor make) from different parts of India. Multi-vendor integration is a major
highlight of this entire implementation.
Input-output signal list (IO template given in chapter 2) is shared with power plants and RTU
integration work is then jointly taken up by the power plant and the NLDC. All the signals in
the predefined signal lists are hard wired to the AGC RTU using copper cables from relevant
sources like the unit digital control system (DCS) and other transducers. These signals are then
verified through verbal confirmation. Along with the new power plants, pilot AGC power
plants are also integrated in to the AGC. For migration of the pilot AGC power plants necessary
changes like the IP changes were made in the RTUs by the power plants as per the latest NLDC
templates.
Once RTU integration and healthy communication are ensured, extensive testing through
Open Loop Testing (OLT) and Closed Loop Testing (CLT) is done by NLDC. During these tests,
performance of the power plants, their governor response and optimal operating conditions
for AGC are assessed. Simulations are also being conducted to help decide control parameters
and assess the impact of new generators integration.
3.3

Open Loop Testing

Efficacy of the power plant model in the AGC software and the power plants response to AGC
commands is first checked through Open Loop Testing (OLT). In the OLT, AGC software
generates setpoint obeying all the limits and setpoint is also sent to the power plant. But, this
AGC signal "DeltaP" is not fed to power plant DCS. NLDC conducted phase-1 of the AGC OLT
between 16th Nov, 2020 and 23th Nov, 2020. A total of 6 plants participated in it viz, Simhadri2, Mauda-2, Barh-2, MPL, CGPL and Koteshwar. Before start of the test, procedure for OLT is
also circulated to the power plants which is given below,
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Open-Loop Test Procedure for
Power Plants under Automatic Control Generation (AGC)
1. Every signal in predefined signal list may be validated through verbal confirmation.
a. Signal list may be kept ready by NLDC and Power plant before starting the
process.
b. Power plant executive to be present in control room with access to unit
Digital Control System (DCS) and AGC Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) HMI
c. NLDC executive to be monitoring AGC application
2. Simulate communication failure and check if Plant DeltaP analog becomes zero
a. Power plant to create simulated communication failure (remove cable etc.)
b. Power plant to correct the logic if DeltaP analog does not become zero
c. NLDC to create simulated communication failure
d. Power plant to correct the logic if DeltaP analog does not become zero
3. Simulate AGC Suspend status and check if Plant DeltaP analog becomes zero
a. NLDC to create simulated AGC Suspend state
b. Power Plant to correct the logic if DeltaP analog does not become zero
4. Toggle AGC from Remote to Local status and check if Plant DeltaP analog becomes
zero
a. Power Plant to create simulated Local and Remote states
b. NLDC to concur change in Local and Remote states
c. Power Plant to correct the logic if DeltaP analog does not become zero during
Local state
5. Setup unit capability limits. For thermal plants, default limits shall be Max = unit’s
gross DC on bar. Min = 55% Max. Setup distribution factors. Default = (1/units on
bar). For hydro plants P1 (min), P2 -P3 (forbidden zone) and P4 (max) may be
checked.
a. Power plant to test using maximum limit less than unit set point
i. NLDC to check corresponding variation in DeltaP feedback signals
b. Power plant to test using minimum limit more than unit set point
i. NLDC to check corresponding variation in DeltaP feedback signals
c. Change distribution factors and check if same is reflecting in NLDC
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6. NLDC to explain the process for changing setting from ‘Local’ to ‘Remote’. Note that
before closed loop control, either keep the machine in ‘dummy Remote’ or in ‘Local’.
a. Local to Remote toggle is a manual process to be adopted by the power
plant, only after code exchange with NLDC.
b. Remote to Local can be done by the power plant without prior code
exchange in case of emergency. But post-facto code exchange has to be
done. For planned remote to local, code exchange is a must.
7. Account data verification (1-week process)
i.

Understand the account data format circulated to plants from NLDC
a. 5 min MWh, 15 min MWh

ii.

Data may be sent to NLDC over email on daily basis for one week

iii.

NLDC to verify that the account data archived at NLDC and received through
mail from power plant are matching. Revert to power plant for corrections if
needed.

8. Maintain max and min limits in unit DCS. Important before closed loop operation
from plant safety perspective.
In addition to the plant max, min, ramp and other limits, response of the power plant to the
AGC Suspend Status and communication failure signals are also checked in the OLT. To
familiarize the power plants with the real time operations, code exchange drill is also
conducted. Dummy AGC accounts are also being generated by both power plant (in agreed
format) and NLDC. In case of any discrepancy, suitable actions like precision adjustment at
power plant are taken up.
AGC software performance is also checked during the OLT. Since, plant is not actually
contributing in the ACE correction, AGC software performance may not exactly match with
the ideal one, as shown in Figure 28. Please note that, AGC software performance and plant
performance to the AGC signals are not the primary objectives in the OLT.
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Figure 28 Software performance during OLT

Inference from Open Loop Testing
In the Open Loop testing, various issues have come up which were found out from data
analysis and point to point validation. Those issues are rectified subsequently in coordination
with the power plants. Some sample issues typically observed are given below,
•

While testing with some of the plants, it was observed that AGC_STTS was not going
off on suspending AGC at NLDC.

•

For one of the plant, Delta P1 and delta P2 - feedback to NLDC is not the same as the
one to the unit DCS.

•

DC value is incorrectly configured at one of the power plant.

•

CB status at some power plants is configured as per the single point signal. Though, it
is a double point signal.

•

DeltaP value at one of the plant was calculating from actual generation instead of
ULSP.

Issues like these can be dangerous for the power plants if not observed and addressed in the
OLT as no real signal is sent to the plant DCS in the OLT. Hence, it is a general practice at NLDC
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to conduct OLT for each power plant which comes under AGC before its actual operation for
around one week.
3.4

Closed Loop Testing

Once the problems observed in open loop testing are addressed, Closed Loop Testing (CLT) is
conducted with the power plant. In the CLT, AGC signal "DeltaP" is fed to power plant DCS
and as a result the power plant is required to track 'AGC set point' instead of the power plant
operator fed 'unit load set point'. Before the CLT, test procedure is circulated to the power
plants which is given below,

Closed Loop Testing Procedure
(Preferably 15:45 hrs - 16:45 hrs time period may be used for testing)
1. Check all the Analog and Digital signals are updating correctly before the starting of
the test. -------------- NLDC & Power plant
2. Maximum allowed variation above or below ULSP shall be set at 50 MW per power
plant. ------------ NLDC
3. Maintain units in ‘Local’ mode ------------ Power plant
4. Inform RLDCs before the start of the test ------------NLDC
5. Alert ULDC / POWERGRID for ensuring uninterrupted communication. ---- ULDC,
NLDC and Power plant.
6. Exchange of code between NLDC and Power plant for bringing units into ‘Remote’ -------- code by NLDC, code & action by Power plant
7. Allow the units to remain in ‘Remote’ un-interrupted for 45 minutes. Observe closely
the variations of power plant. Power plants shall bear the deviations under DSM ------------- NLDC & Power plant
8. In case of any abnormal behaviour by AGC, the power plant is free to take the units
into ‘Local’ without intimation. However, code may be exchanged subsequently with
NLDC. ----------- Power plant
9. Simulate AGC Suspend status and check if individual unit DeltaP analog becomes
zero ---- action by NLDC
10. Simulate communication failure and check if unit DeltaP analog becomes zero ---action by NLDC
11. Toggle AGC from Remote to Local status and check if unit DeltaP analog becomes
zero ---- action by Power plant
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Please note here that the time period chosen for CLT is 15:45hrs – 16:45hrs. It is chosen based
on the recent frequency trends. Not only this period has significant variation in frequency
below and above the 50 Hz, hourly boundary variations can also be captured. Hence, response
to the AGC signals by the power plants can be better visualized in this period.
Before start of the CLT, all digital and analog signals are re-checked. Relevant Regional Load
Despatch Centre (RLDC) is informed prior to the test about the possible deviation of +/- 50
MW of the plant under test. Code is exchanged with the plants for taking the units under AGC
into ‘Remote’, in the format as shown in Figure 30. Power plant response to the AGC signals
is then observed through trending for around one hour. However, in the event of any
discrepancy, power plant may immediately take the unit into ‘Local’. Post-facto, power plant
has to exchange the code with NLDC. To conclude the test, AGC suspend status and
communication failure tests are performed and power plant ensures that deltaP to DCS
should become zero under such conditions. The power plants have to bear the deviations
under DSM arising out of AGC commands in the CLT.

Figure 29 Sample codes exchanged during CLT
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Figure 30 AGC code exchange forma
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In the closed loop testing conducted between 21st Dec 2020 and 30th Dec 2020, total of 6
thermal power plants viz., Maithon Power Limited, Barh-2, Mauda-2, CGPL, Simhadri-2, BgTPP
and one hydro power plant Koteshwar had participated. First, individual CLT of power plants
was conducted by NLDC. For some power plants, multiple CLT was also conducted if the
performance in the first test is not satisfactory. After the individual tests, a combined CLT was
also conducted to see the combined effect these power plants exert on grid. Major
observations in CLT are hereunder,
•

Power plants are performing typically 75%-85% (in following AGC signals from NLDC)
with their declared ramp rates.

•

With very high ramp rate (100-125 MW/min), we have tested a large power plant and
found that its performance actually deteriorates.

•

Some power plants declare low ramp rates and they deliver good performance in
following AGC signals from NLDC. However, their AGC contribution in terms of MW
will be low to the grid because of their ramp rate limitation .

•

Moderate ramp rate will yield more reserve (like 1-minute reserve) and power plants
can deliver optimal performance.

It was observed that for most of the time during CLT, actual generation by plants followed
the AGC setpoint, as shown in Figure 31 for Mauda-2. Also, actual generation and AGC
setpoint are responding to the grid frequency variations.
In the combined AGC CLT, overall generators performance was 75.47%, as shown in Figure
33. As the number of power plants under AGC increases, this overall performance will further
improve. 4s data of all the signals is being archived at the NLDC. Results of these CLTs are
being shared with the power plants wherever there is a need for control system tuning at the
power plant.
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Figure 31 AGC close loop test at Mauda-2

Figure 32 Mauda-2 performance during close loop test
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Figure 33 Combined AGC generator performance
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4

Measurement, Accounting and Settlement

4.1

Measurement

Figure 34 Metering and Accounting Schematic

All measurements and accounting for AGC is carried out using the SCADA data. Signals are
transmitted and received at 4 second interval between the AGC server at NLDC and the power
plants connected on AGC. The relevant data is stored at both ends namely, the generator end
and NLDC end. The two datasets are reconciled to take care of gaps arising due to
communication failure etc. Hence, reliable communication is an essential requirement for
AGC.
Internationally, SCADA data is being used for measurement and accounting of AGC and in line
with this, similar methodology has been adopted for the AGC Pilot in India. While normal
frequency of telemetry of SCADA data (frequency, tie line flows, voltages, generation) is of
the order of 10 seconds, the frequency of interchange of all AGC related parameters is 2-4
seconds on separate dedicated channels between NLDC and the generating station.
AGC is a MW regulation service and any energy delivered (MWh) is only incidental and no
energy meter can capture this. It is similar to the fact that no energy meter can capture
primary response quantum; the same has to be based on SCADA measurements or high
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resolution 1-second data captured at the plant level. Interface metering (SEM) measures the
total MWh output of the plant which includes the following components out of which the first
five cannot be metered but settled at pre-defined rates, the sixth one is estimated from the
AGC server records and settled at energy charge rate while the last one is settled at the
frequency linked Deviation Settlement Rate decided by the Commission):
1. Scheduled MWh by the constituents (offline parameter from scheduling)
2. Scheduled MWh in the Day Ahead Energy Market (offline parameter)
3. Scheduled MWh in the Real Time Market (offline parameter)
4. Reserve Regulation Ancillary Service schedule (RRAS) (offline parameter from
scheduling)
5. SCED schedules (offline parameter from scheduling)
6. AGC Schedule (computed post facto from AGC server records as mentioned above and
only incidental)
7. Deviation from total schedule (computed post facto as Actual Metered Generation
less sum of above six components and would include a small component on account
of primary response, if any)
4.2

Accounting

AGC accounting needs 5 min MWh and 15 min MWh data. Incentive for regulation under AGC
is calculated using 5 min MWh data. Energy is compensated using 15 min MWh data. SCADA
data (archived in SCADA/EMS historian) would be used for accounting purpose.
Aggregated DeltaP MW signals over 15 minutes and 5 minutes are logged in MWh at NLDC
and power plant as AGC MWh. Power plant sends its AGC MWh account every week to NLDC
for cross verification (sample account is shown in Figure 35 and 36). AGC MWh logs are
forwarded to relevant Regional Power Committee (RPC) secretariat on weekly basis through
Region Load Despatch Centre.

There are 3 sets of basic data for verifying the AGC account as below.
a) AGC MWh account sent by power plant using data archived in DCS/RTU at powerplant
in the agreed format as given in the snapshots below.
b) As sent MW archived at NLDC, converted to MWh
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c) As received MW, which is the feedback from power plant archived at NLDC, converted
to MWh at NLDC
Experience of generating accounts in the pilot project has been tried to build into an in-house
software for pan India. This software compares all the three data sets mentioned above to
avoid any scope of error emanating from noise or communication failure. Note that since AGC
values are measured at the gross level, percentage Normative Auxiliary Consumption as
specified in the Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (Terms and Conditions of Tariff)
Regulations, 2019 is subtracted from the gross data to obtain Ex-bus MWh.

Figure 35 AGC account 5-min data
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Figure 36 AGC account 15-min data

4.3

Settlement

While several methods exist worldwide for compensating generating stations providing
secondary regulation services through AGC considering opportunity costs, a simple method is
at present adopted by CERC considering that the power plant is under CERC’s jurisdiction as
far as tariff is concerned, its fixed cost liability is being shared by the beneficiaries and little
opportunity cost is involved in bringing this plant under AGC. In most of the systems
worldwide, there are three payments for regulation services; commitment charges
(opportunity cost for keeping reserve margin on units), energy charges (typically the area
clearing prices) for the 15-minute MWh despatched on account of AGC and the mileage based
on 4 second AGC signals. In case of PJM, typically the mileage is of the order of 1 USD/MW.
In Indian case there is no commitment charges due to ‘as is where is’ basis for reserves.
Payment is being done for 15-minute MWh energy charges for the regulation signals. But in
lieu of mileage, 5-minute MWh is being calculated using SCADA data and generators are
compensated @50 paise/kWh.
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It is important to appreciate that AGC is a regulation service (a MW service) and the 15-minute
integrated MWh may also be zero on many occasions even though the power plant may have
provided both up and down regulation service within this 15-minute interval. In case there is
any net energy on account of AGC, then, it is settled at the variable charge rate declared by
the generator. Considering the facts that this is a regulation service and the MWh supplied in
a 15-minute time block may be zero, incentive/mark-up needs to be computed at a shorter
time interval on mileage basis. Hence, for the purpose of payment of mark-up, the MW AGC
signal is integrated over 5-minute intervals as a proxy for mileage for payment of mark-up.
Table 1 given below explains the basic calculations involved in the settlement of the AGC
account.
Table 1 AGC settlement calculations

Parameter

Formula for evaluating parameter

Five (05) minute AGC MWh data

a (to be provided by NLDC/RLDC to RPC)

Fifteen minute (15) AGC MWh data

b (to be provided by NLDC/RLDC to RPC)

Total AGC MWh UP

A = Sum(a), where a>0

Total AGC MWh Down

B = Sum (a), where a<0

Total AGC MWh UP & Down

C = |A| + |B|

Total Net AGC MWh (+ means up and - means
down)

D = sum(b)

Payment for Energy (+ means station will be
paid from DSM pool and – means station pays E = Dx1000x (Var Cost)
to DSM pool @ variable cost) in Rs
Incentive @ Rs. 0.5 mark up for both up and
down regulation in Rs
Net MWh Deviation every 15 min

F = C x 0.5 x 1000
(Actual MWh - Scheduled MWh - b)

Below are the presently available guiding CERC Orders on AGC accounting and settlement.
319/RC/2018 Pan India AGC Order is available at
http://www.cercind.gov.in/2019/orders/319-RC-2018.pdf

79/RC/2017 AGC Pilot Project Order is available at
http://www.cercind.gov.in/2017/orders/79_rc.pdf
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Quote from 319/RC
The framework regarding compensation for AGC support and deviation charges as stipulated
in the Commission's Order in Petition no. 79/RC/2017 dated 06.12.2017 shall apply to the five
pilot projects as also to other ISGS as and when they are AGC enabled. This arrangement shall
remain in place till the relevant regulations interalia on compensation for AGC services are
framed by the Commission.
Unquote

Interested readers may also like to go through RPC accounts published for the AGC pilot
plants. Sample RPC account can be accessed through this link (tip: visit last page)
http://www.wrpc.gov.in/Commercial_rras_chrg.asp. A sample is also shown in the Figure 37.

Figure 37 Sample RPC account for the AGC plant

4.4

Pay for performance

The actual output response of all the power plants under AGC pilot for the input commands
given from the AGC to the unit DCS is plotted below as a scatter x-y plot. The data set is one
(1)-minute data for a sample day of 24th Dec 2019. In the below figure, the ideal expectation
would be y=x; output response is the same as the input command.
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Ideal y=x

Figure 38 AGC performance

X-axis shows the regulation component sent from NLDC every 4 seconds (configurable to 2-4
seconds) to power plant which is passed onward to the unit DCS based on plant level sharing
algorithm between the units. If there are two units, the AGC quantum(p) or ‘x’ is split into
unit wise x1, x2. All the values x, x1, x2 are all stored both at the plant level and also
communicated to NLDC and same are archived. The x1, x2 gets added in the plant DCS to the
unit set point ULSP1, ULSP2 which are the operator entered set points based on the total
power plant schedule given by RLDC. ULSP1, ULSP2 are all transmitted to NLDC also and
therefore both the power plant and NLDC have these archived values.
The actual output of each unit would be P1, P2 which again is available at NLDC. So y= (P1+P2)(ULSP1+ULSP2) would give an indication of the response of the plant to AGC signal (neglecting
the small response on account of RGMO/FGMO which might be there). AGC signal quantum
is x1+ x2. Note that all these quantities being discussed are at the gross level before auxiliary
consumption.
As stated, y=x is the ideal condition indicating 100% response by the power plant. However,
there would be a small lag due to ramping and we can have a minimum performance
requirement of 80% which can be made more stringent later as well as more granular
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measurement time. Mark up payments should all be for 5-minute average of (x1+x2)* (1NAC)* Performance Indicator. NAC is percentage Normative Auxiliary Consumption as
specified in the Central Electricity Regulatory Commission (Terms and Conditions of Tariff)
Regulations, 2019. Since all the data archival is at seconds level and with redundancy,
computations of 5-minute and 15-minute AGC MWh can be easily done.
For various reasons, like participation in primary frequency response, insufficient ramp rates,
having less coal mills on bar (hot spinning reserve), coal quality, maintenance standards etc.
the response may deviate from the ideal.
The above kind of analysis can be helpful in understanding the performance of the power
plants in responding to the AGC signals. Payment for the generator as per the performance
and ability to track the AGC signal similar to the discussion in the FERC 755 Order has to be
looked at. As per FERC Order 755, fast ramping and better AGC signal tracking generators
would be paid more than slow generators (see below two different power plants with
different performance level for the same dates, plant A performing better than B).

Figure 39 Response by power plant to AGC signals

A statistical performance metric could be generated in course of time and used suitably for
regulation payments. For starts, the initial regulation payments could be based on achieving
80 % performance. In case it falls below 80%, warning would be issued by NLDC and the
station removed from AGC if the performance falls below 75%. Reconnecting the unit on AGC
would be only after tests are done and the unit qualifies. During such testing period, the
settlements would be under Deviation Settlement Mechanism (DSM ) viz. no change would
be made to scheduled energy and no mark-up would be paid.
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5
5.1

Challenges and Way Forward
Low Reserve Availability

Primary, secondary and tertiary reserves are equally important and shall be kept in the
system. Hon'ble Commission has already mandated that the overload capability available at
generators except in case of overflowing hydro stations shall be utilised for primary frequency
response.
It may be recognized that margins are required for primary response and therefore scheduling
limits need to be enforced. Draft IEGC 2020, submitted to the Hon’ble Commission by Expert
Group, has targets for primary response. Once the above is notified, RLDCs/NLDC can factor
the same and use margins suitably for secondary regulation ensuring that adequate primary
response margins are available. The secondary reserves are normally in the form of margins
available between normative declared capability and scheduled quantum at the generating
stations participating in the AGC mechanism. However, it would be better if the load despatch
centres can utilise part of overload capacity as secondary reserves through AGC. Under such
utilisation, without exhausting all the overload reserve for secondary control, LDCs shall
maintain sufficient quantum of overload capacity for primary response also.
Following is the 2019-20 un requisitioned surplus (URS) duration curve of the ISGS which
indicates that reserves are available for 60-70% of the time. It is only for the remaining 2030% of the time when reserves are required (Figure 40). Reserves in 2020-2021 have not been
analysed considering COVID-19 impact on the power system.

Figure 40 Regulation quantum available during 2019-20

Further, the duration curve of the difference of sell bids and buy bids in the Power Exchange
(IEX) is shown in Figure 41. From this, it is observed that around 10% of the time, buy bids are
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more than sell bids implying that enough generation is not available in the day-ahead energy
market also during this period. Such periods are generally observed to be falling during the
peak hours. In such cases, availability of regulating reserves in the market would also be a
challenge.

Figure 41 Availability in Day-Ahead Market in Power Exchange

5.2

AGC for Solar / Wind

Considering the excellent controllability of power electronic devices and the low cost of the
Automatic Generation control (AGC) setup, Renewable Energy (RE) resources like wind and
solar need to be equipped for AGC. This would be useful for regulation in cases of extreme
dispatch scenarios when we run out of secondary reserves and/or emergencies if RE is to be
curtailed. Load forecast, Area Control Error (ACE) and Renewable forecast can be together
used for deciding the participation of renewables under AGC for a particular time of the day.
In the normal operation, the renewables would be dispatched fully. However, in cases of
either a network congestion or when the entire coal fired generation is down to the technical
minimum generation levels (currently 55%), it might be desirable to curtail RE through down
regulation which can be done quickly through AGC signals. This process would also bring in
transparency in RE curtailment. Regarding utilizing solar and wind generators for upward
regulation, it needs further deliberation with regards to capacity overloading vis-à-vis capacity
declared in the Power Purchase Agreement.
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There is an ongoing pilot project guided by Ministry of Power (MoP) and USAID being
implemented by GTG-RISE, Deloitte and PRDC regarding AGC on Solar power plant at NP
Kunta (250 MW), Andhra Pradesh. POSOCO has taken part in the signal list finalization process
and is ready to integrate the solar power plant after the plant side works have been
completed. Solar power plants could also be brought under AGC at a later date.
The debate on high RE penetration and controllability has started worldwide. Prof. Vijay Vittal
has expressed ideas about zero inertia power systems in his blog. https://www.uvig.org/zeroinertia-power-systems/.
Wind has issues of stress on drive trains and has to be checked through simulations.
http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy13osti/57820.pdf
The California Independent System Operator (CAISO), First Solar, and National Renewable
Energy Laboratory (NREL), conducted a demonstration project on a large utility-scale
photovoltaic (PV) plant in the CAISO’s balancing area (300 MW) to test its ability to provide
important ancillary services to the grid. Specifically, the tests conducted included various
forms of active power controls such as automatic generation control (AGC) and frequency
regulation, droop

response,

and

reactive power/voltage/power

factor

controls.

https://www.caiso.com/Documents/UsingRenewablesToOperateLow-CarbonGrid.pdf
Below is the inference published in the paper regarding regulation accuracy of power plants
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On the issue of compensation for such secondary control, the matter would have to be
decided by CERC, along with suitable provisions in the Power Purchase Agreements.
These developments worldwide and the ramping up of RE generation makes it necessary that
pilots are undertaken on AGC for wind/solar by NLDC/RLDCs/SLDC at the earliest.
5.3

AGC for Storage

Battery storage is the latest and disruptive technology in the area of frequency control. While
there is no utility scale / grid scale battery storage in India at present, POSOCO is tracking
latest developments in this regard.
Hydro power plants would be included in AGC for the first time in the country and their
performance has to be observed. Tehri Pumped storage plant may also be operational soon,
and the way it can be included and operated under AGC has to be explored.
Prima facie, the software supplied at NLDC can support battery, pumped storage and virtual
power plant functionality as well. This needs to be studied further once such facilities come
up.
5.4

AGC at Intra State Level

While the secondary control is presently envisaged considering each geographical Region as
a Balancing Area and only generators under RLDC jurisdiction covered for the time being to
receive AGC signals, there should be no bar in large states also going for secondary control at
a later date as and when ordered by the Appropriate Electricity Regulatory Commission.
Under the Greening the Grid (GtG) of USAID, pilot project for AGC is under implementation
for Sharavati Hydro Power Plant (1035 MW) and Varahi Underground Hydro Electric Power
Project (460 MW) of KPCL in Karnataka. All 10 units of Sharavati power plant have been
recently tested under AGC closed loop. POSOCO is also extending consultation in this regard
to other state utilities in the form of workshops and information dissemination. In future,
when AGC is to be implemented at the intra-state level, reliable telemetry of state related
data will become important for computation of ACE of the concerned State.
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5.5

Market based settlement system

In India AGC is being implemented for the first time at a large scale and all aspects have to be
fully understood both from the technical perspective as well as commercial perspective. The
complexities involved in measurement and performance indices need to be understood fully.
A dispute free settlement system also needs to be in place. As seen from the above sections,
commissioning of secondary control (AGC) would require a number of steps to be
implemented at both the control centre level (NLDC) as well as the power plant level.
Internationally, in other power systems of the world, AGC is a technology that has been in
place for more than six decades and all these issues have been resolved long back. So when
the market for ancillary services was introduced in these systems, it was easy to integrate the
same even for AGC. The Grid Code requirements internationally are also fairly elaborate and
the system operator has a clear mandate to procure the reserves. For India, closed loop
performance and dispute free settlement have to be first established. The mark-up rate of 50
paise/kWh could also be suitably reviewed by the Commission and possibly linked to the
performance index of the power plant under AGC.
A mandate for maintaining adequate reserves to the system operator is an urgent
requirement. Initiatives are going on in this regard. Once the above is established (including
mandate for keeping the required quantum of reserves), secondary control reserves could be
arranged through the Ancillary Services Market too. Further, buy bid-sell bid duration curves
are also depicted above to demonstrate that there is deficit supply even in the energy market
and procuring reserves from the market may be difficult to expect during peak periods. Any
entity participating in the market would be a grid connected entity and the technical details
required for computing the AGC regulation signal would be required from such entities too.
In case the procurement of secondary regulation services from the market, it would involve
daily changes in the AGC software based on successful market clearing. These systems need
to be robust and dispute free which is possible only after sufficient experience is gained with
a regulated system in place. Putting in place the physical system in a robust manner, testing
it thoroughly for the required performance is therefore a pre-requisite before any marketbased settlement system is introduced.
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